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Abstract: Localized air cooling can be used for various purposes, e.g.: electronic equipment cooling,
and air conditioning. The paper emphasizes that the connection between the air-flow and cooling has
to fulfill a contradictory requirement (low pressure loss and effective cooling). The cooling and the
pressure loss are dependent on the moisture content of the air flow. In the study, heat sink geometries
were examined at various fresh air relative humidity, temperature and flowrates with commercially
available simulation software (Ansys Fluent). The most favorable option was chosen by Pareto-vector
length optimization. For optimization, head loss coefficient and temperature coefficient were used.
Firstly, 108 cases were made to evaluate the sensitivity of the optimization parameters. Secondly,
on 40 finned heat sinks with different fin width and quantity optimization were made. Thirdly,
a prototype was made from the favorite solution where the performance was evaluated. For the
measurement two type: TEC1-12706 thermoelectric cooling devices (TEC) were used for cooling.
The difference between the measured and the modelled cooled air temperatures was 3%.
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1. Introduction

For energy demand reduction several actions have been taken, such as the application of renewable
energy harvesting systems and the use of low power demand devices [1,2]. The concept of using robust
HVAC systems is a generally accepted method [3–5]. However, high performance HVAC systems
cannot effectively modulate down indefinitely when the demand is low. Small-independently-localized
cooling systems could also reduce the energy demands. For example, when it is applied in a personal
ventilation system in a commercial environment [6,7] or in automobiles or for electric devices [8–11].

1.1. Thermoelectric Cooling

Peltier module or thermoelectric cooling (TEC) modules are an alternative way of cooling. As many
studies have shown, the efficiency of TEC devices is low [12,13] compared to that of thermodynamic
heat pumps, but their volume demand price/cooling power ratio is much lower. In addition to this
they have no moving parts [14]. TEC can be used for ventilation and air-conditioning systems and
combined with solar power [12] or applied in automobiles to harness the heat of the exhaust gas [8].
For the analysis described in this article, a TEC device was chosen for cooling due to its small power
requirement and well described operation.

Works by both Lineykin et al. [15] and Al-Rubaye et al. [16], where they described every
essential parameter of TEC devices using specifications provided by manufacturers were used for
Equations (1)–(5). The expressions assume that the temperature difference between cold and warm
side of the TEC device (∆TTEC); the warm side temperature (Twarm); the maximum current (Imax) and
the applied voltage (Umax) are known.
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In this case the Seebeck coefficient is (S) (V K−1):

STEC = Umax·Twarm
−1 (1)

The temperature difference between the two sides of the TEC (∆TTEC) (K) is:

∆TTEC = TTEC warm − TTEC cold (2)

The electric resistance of the TEC is (Re) (Ω):

Re TEC = Umax·(TTEC warm − ∆TTEC max)·(Imax·TTECwarm)−1 (3)

and the thermal resistance of the TEC is (Rt) (K W−1):

Rt TEC = 2·TTEC warm·∆TTEC·(Umax·Imax·(TTEC warm − ∆TTEC max ))−1 (4)

With these Equations (1)–(5) the extracted heat on the cold side of the TEC device (Qcold) (W) can
be calculated:

Qcold = STEC·I·TTEC cold − 0.5·I2
·Re TEC − ∆TTEC·Rt TEC

−1 (5)

Equation (5) shows that the cold side temperature of the TEC device (TTEC) is a limiting factor of
the possible extracted heat. A TEC cannot indefinitely decrease its cold surface temperature (TTEC cold)
at a given cooling power. This means if there is a simulated temperature that is lower than TTEC cold,
it cannot be achieved by a TEC device.

1.2. Moist Air

Moist air is a mixture of vapour and dry air. The mass ratio of this moisture content is the
absolute moisture content (x), yet relative humidity (RH) is the preferred attribute when the humidity
is measured. To convert RH to x, Moliere-diagram can be used if the corresponding air temperature (T)
is known to the RH the x can be looked up.

To find the density of the moist air (ρMA) and specific heat (cp MA) standard MSZ 21452/2-75 [17]
gives recommendations to calculate it.

The ρMA is calculated from the ideal law of gas (Equation (6)) where the ambient pressure
(pambient = 101,325 Pa) is known:

ρMA = pambient·(RMA·T)−1 (6)

The specific gas constant is calculated knowing the molar mass of the dry air (MDA = 28.96 kg kmol−1)
and the moisture (MV = 18 kg kmol−1):

RMA = Ru·(MDA·(1 − x) + MV·x)−1 (7)

where Ru = 8314.3 J kg−1 is the universal gas constant.
The specific heat of the moist air is calculated by first calculating the enthalpy of the moist air

then dividing by the temperature of the air:

hMA = cp DA·T + x·(r + cp V·T) (8)

cp MA = hMA·T−1 (9)

These equations assume that the contamination in the air does not modify the molar mass of the
moist air by 2% and the specific heats are: cp DA = 1008.8 J kg−1 K−1 and cp V = 1857.3 J kg−1 K−1 also
the latent heat is r = 2.5 × 106 J kg−1 [17].
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1.3. Head Loss Coefficient

When an object is placed in a closed duct, the total pressure difference (∆p) gives how much loss
is generated by the flow:

∆p = pinlet − poutlet (10)

Nevertheless, this pressure difference could be different at various flowrates, which is why it is
advisable to divide this pressure difference by the dynamic pressure which will give the head loss
coefficient (CH) [18]:

CH = ∆p·pdynamic
−1 (11)

The dynamic pressure is defined by the flow density and the velocity before the object:

pdynamic = 0.5·ρMA·vinlet
2 (12)

1.4. Temperature Coefficient

For any thermal device, it is more favourable when the temperature difference is large:

∆TM = Tinlet − Toutlet (13)

In the optimization, it would be preferable for the temperature coefficient to have a low value for
the favoured case and that is why a new parameter was introduced: the theoretical heat load dependent
temperature difference or temperature coefficient (Λ) is expressed by the following equation:

Λ = ∆TT·∆TM
−1 (14)

where a theoretical temperature difference (∆TT) and measured temperature difference (∆TM). The
theoretical temperature difference is the following:

∆TT = Qcold·(cp MA·ρMA·Aduct·vinlet)−1 (15)

where Qcold is the heat flux of the heat source (Equation (5), in W), cp MA is the specific heat of the
moist air (in J kg−1 K−1), Aduct is the cross-section area of the duct (in m2) and vinlet is the average flow
velocity before the heat sink (in m s−1).

1.5. Goals

It is presumed that for small flowrate ventilation systems thermoelectric cooling modules (TEC)
could extract the necessary heat, though, the fresh air has many degrees of freedom which could define
the quantity of extracted heat such as temperature, velocity, moisture content, from which further
variables could be derived such as enthalpy, specific heat and density.

This paper projects a hypothetical scenario, where air cooling is needed and to save energy the
pressure loss and the cooling performance have to be equally optimized. The aim is to help engineers
to find an optimal heat sink geometry with a simulation driven design, when the input parameters
are alternating on a large scale. Figure 1 presents the steps for the reduction of the length for the
optimization process.
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This paper mainly focuses on the simulation driven optimization and the possible utilization
of thermoelectric cooling devices, yet to evaluate the numerical model, a prototype measurement
had to be taken. The simulations were done with the Ansys Fluent 2019 R3 software (ANSYS Inc.,
Canonsburg, PA, USA).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Pareto-Vector Length Optimization

Most HVAC-R systems or cooling devices have two kind of power requirements: one that supplies
or extracts heat for the flow and one that provides the flowrate. For an ideal thermal device, this
suggests that where the heat load occurs the pressure change is minimal and the temperature change is
maximum. For a heat exchanger of a cooling device, the ideal would be if static pressure change and
air temperature would converge to a minimum value.

The ideal solution is indicated in Figure 2, but this cannot be achieved since high cooling
performance usually generates a high pressure loss.
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Figure 2. Pareto diagram sketch for this study.

Hypothetically, if numerous simulations were made for a given condition by varying the geometry
of the heat exchanger, the corresponding pressure and temperature values were plotted, a Pareto
diagram can be drawn. The best solutions would converge to a line that defines the Pareto front.
This kind of optimization has infinite amount of good solution if it would be on the Pareto front [19].
For multi objective optimization Pareto diagram is a highly preferred option [19–24].

With the optimal vector length method from finite amount of cases a compromised Pareto optimum
can be determined by comparing the distances of the cases from the origin. Similar optimization
have been implemented for structural optimization where the optimal vector length was referred as
Pareto-compromise design [25].
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The Pareto-vector length optimization method is a variant of the Pareto optimization or a simplified
version of the Pareto-compromise design. This method assumes that:

• all of the optimization parameters have to be minimised;
• these parameters are equally important;
• on the Pareto front there should be only one favourable point;
• the favourite point is the closest to the origin of the coordinate system;
• the distance between this Pareto optimum and the origin, gives a vector length and the shortest

vector length should be the “optimum vector length”.

If the goal is to minimize the head loss coefficient and the temperature coefficient, the vector
length will be the following:

L = (Ch
2 + Λ2)0.5 (16)

For every examined case, this Equation (16) has to be calculated and the smallest L will be the
Pareto-vector length optimum.

2.2. Numerical Setup

The numerical model is based on a hypothetical scenario where moist air has to be cooled with a
heat sink attached to two TEC devices in a 40 mm × 40 mm rectangular duct. With the Pareto-vector
length optimum heat sink geometry, the air cooling has to preform optimally, independently from
relative humidity, temperature and flowrate of the fresh air. To obtain the Pareto-vector length optimum
heat sink geometry, the magnitude of the cooled air temperature and the pressure loss had to be
minimal. The examined heat sink type was a simple finned heat sink construction which had two
(40 mm × 40 mm) flat plate on the top and bottom for cooling.

The arrangement can be seen in Figure 3. The reason for this finned structure was to make a
simple algorithm for shape and topology optimization. The number and width of the fins were varied
at the shape and topology optimization. The top and bottom plates were outside of the duct to avoid
the pressure loss which meant that the sides of the heat sink plates were not engaged in the heat
transfer of the airflow. The reason for the 40 mm × 40 mm size heat sink constraint were the standard
sizes of TEC modules. In the numerical analysis the following model was created (see Figure 4).
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On the top and bottom side of the heat sink Qcold heat was extracted. The heat sink was placed
50 mm from the inlet. The amount of heat loss through the walls was disregarded, which means that
the heat flux was set to 0 W m−2 [26,27].

The simulations were done with the commercially available Fluent 2019 R3 simulation software.
The heat sink geometries were generated with parametric design (in Design Modeller) algorithms.

For this paper 149 steady state simulations were run. First series were done for one geometry
and 108 different set of boundary conditions to examine the sensitivity of the optimization parameters.
Second series were done for 40 geometry and one set of boundary condition to make the shape and
topology optimization. Third was done for the optimal geometry for one set of boundary condition to
compare the laboratory measurements with the numerical model.

2.2.1. First Set of Simulations

In the first series the randomly chosen geometry had two 6 mm wide fins. Before the shape and
topology optimization, the parameters of the moist air had to be defined. The two important parameters
that vary are the relative humidity and the temperature of the supplied air flow. The examined
temperatures were 26, 32 and 38 ◦C and the relative humidities were 30, 50 and 70%. These values
represent the fresh air parameters when cooling is required (the information based on the dataset
of [28]). To avoid any unwanted acoustic effects [29–31], the average flow velocity was chosen to be 3,
4 and 5 m s−1.

In addition, to analyse the cooling effect of the TEC, the Qcold settings were changed between
50 and 200 W in 50 W steps. The summarized parameters can be seen in Table 1. With these
combinations of three relative humidities, three inlet temperatures, three average flow velocities and
four cooling power values, 108 different cases were made to examine the magnitude of the vector
length deviations. The absolute humidity values (x) were looked up from a Moliere diagram for every
RH and T combination.

Table 1. Conditions parameters selected for sensitivity analysis.

Fin Number (pcs) Fin Width (mm) RH (%) Tinlet (◦C) v (m s−1) Qcold (W)

2 6 30 26 3 50
50 32 4 100
70 38 5 150

200

2.2.2. Second Set of Simulations

For the shape and topology optimization, the number of the fins were varied between 1 and 9 and
the width was changed between 2 and 10 mm. The pilot simulations showed that if the quantities of
the fins were large, the friction could generate unwanted pressure difference (similar to the tendency
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in Figure 2). While functioning, the number and the width of the fins were given. It has to be noted
that the limit of the design was that the fins that are placed in the flow did not have any contact with
the duct wall. Following these restrictions, 40 geometries were made. The boundary conditions for the
optimization were: Qcold = 100 W; v = 4 m s−1; Tinlet = 32 ◦C and RHinlet = 50%.

2.2.3. Third Set of Simulations

There was a third set of simulation, that was solely done to compare the measurements. For that
case the input parameters were based on the previous results and the measurement conditions. The
geometry was the obtained Pareto-vector length optimum heat sink geometry and the boundary
conditions were the measured values of the laboratory experiment.

2.2.4. Mesh and Turbulence

For meshing, a cut-cell model was used since it provided good element quality for simplified
geometries. The mesh element deviation was between 3 × 105 and 3.5 × 106 while the nodes deviated
between 5.9 × 105 and 3.6 × 106. Larger mesh nodes were obtained when the fin numbers were large.
Seo et al. have examined finned heat sinks with a numerical method; in these simulations the k-ε
turbulence model was applied and the heat radiation was not modelled, they concluded that the error
margin was less than 10% [31]. Based on the work of Seo et al. and having non-opaque fluid flow and
for the sake of the simplicity of not calculating view factors for the 40 geometries the radiation was
not modelled.

During the pilot simulations k-ω-SST and variations of the k-ε model were tested and finally
the standard k-ε model with scalable wall functions showed the best convergence. For the airflow,
a homogenous single-phase model was used where the properties of the air flow changed according to
Equations (6)–(9). This meant that condensation could not occur in the modelled cases. These were
avoided by applying parameters that kept the flow above the dew point. It was necessary to disregard
the simulation since it would increase the calculation capacity by modelling the vapour particles
and creating a transient case if the drainage is solved. For the heat sink material copper was chosen,
and in the simulation its temperature distribution was modelled, since every geometry was slightly
different. Due to the complex calculation, coupled velocity and pressure solver were chosen, the 10−5

convergence criteria were fulfilled during the calculations. The summarised simulation setup can be
seen in Table 2.

Table 2. Numerical model and solver setup.

Module Details

Geometry Parametric function of fin numbers and width

Mesh Cut cell method with element size of 0.5 mm and
2 pieces of 0.3 mm high inflation layers

Turbulence model standard k-εmodel with scalable wall functions

Material properties
Moist air: Section 1.2

Heat sink: (optimization) copper
Heat sink: (comparison) aluminum

Solver
Steady state

Pseudo transient method
coupled velocity and pressure solver

Convergence criteria Residual 10−5
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2.3. Prototype Measurment

After the Pareto-vector length optimum geometry was defined, it was milled from aluminium
then measurements were taken. The purpose of the measurement was to compare the simulation
model with experimental data. Furthermore, to see in what way needs the models to be corrected.
In real-life the air velocity (v), static pressure loss on the apparatus (∆p) were measured to determine
CH coefficient. Inlet, outlet and average heat sink surface temperatures (Tinlet; Toutlet; Tcold), relative
humidities (RHinlet; RHoutlet), voltage (U) and power usage (P) were measured.

In Figure 5a,b, the arrangement and scheme of the measurement are shown. In the measurements
two type TEC1-12706 [32] Peltier modules were applied on the heat sink for cooling. On the hot side
of the TEC two 40 mm × 40 mm aluminium water-cooled heat sinks were placed to remove the heat.
A small 5 W pump was used to ensure the water flow. The warm water was circulated back into a
buffer tank. The airflow was ensured with a small 0.73 W axial fan. Two power supplies were used to
separate the power demand of the TEC modules and the flow generators. The duct was made from
1 mm thick cardboard and it had minimal direct contact with the heat sink.
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Figure 5. Arrangement (a) and scheme (b) of the measurement ((1) two water heat exchanger, heat sink
and Peltier modules; (2) axial fan; (3) Thermometer; (4) Buffer tank; (5) Power supplies; continuous line:
water pipe; dashed line: electric cable).

The measurements were taken at the Building Services and Building Engineering Department,
University of Debrecen and consisted of the following steps:

(1) Flow measurements were taken (∆p and v) while only the fan and the pump of the cooling tank
were on.

(2) Temperature and relative humidity values before (Tinlet; RHinlet) and after (Toutlet; RHoutlet) the
heat sink measurements were logged every 10 s. The logging started 10 min before the application
of the cooling to examine the measurement errors.

(3) The airflow was cooled for 2 h. During the cooling the heat sink surface temperature (Tcold);
voltage (U) and power demand (P) values were noted in every minute.

(4) When the measurement was over, it was examined when did the flow reached a quasi-steady
state. The values that were collected during the quasi-steady state were averaged.

In Table 3. it can be seen what type of measuring devices were used for the experiment. Based on
the measurement result the cooling power of TEC modules (Qcold) were calculated with Equations (1)–(5)
to evaluate the cooling efficiency.
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Table 3. Measured parameters.

Notation Parameter Manufacturer Device Type Resolution

RHinlet inlet relative humidity KIMO KTH-300 0.1%
RHoutlet outlet relative humidity KIMO KTH-300 0.1%

Tinlet inlet temperature KIMO KTH-300 0.1 ◦C
Toutlet outlet temperature KIMO KTH-300 0.1 ◦C

Tcold
heat sink surface

temperature Raytek Raynger MX4 1 ◦C

∆p pressure loss KIMO AMI301 1 Pa
v average air velocity KIMO AMI301 0.1 m s−1

U voltage HESTORE VM028-330-R 0.1 V
P power demand REV Ritter EMT717ACTL 1 W

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Sensitivity Analysis

A parametric sensitivity analysis was made for 108 cases. The head loss (Equation (12)) and
temperature coefficient (Equation (15)) were calculated and plotted in Figure 6. Most of the points are
clustered to one area, however some of the cases were away from this zone; these cases are those when
the cooling were 200 W and the average flow velocities were 3 m s−1.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 14 
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The values from the simulations, the mean value, the standard deviation and the errors were
calculated. The errors were calculated by dividing the standard deviation by the mean value.
From Table 4, it can be concluded that in the examined cases the two optimization coefficients have
about ±4.3% error range, and this error range can be reduced if we disregard the cases when the
Qcold = 200 W and v = 3 m s−1 conditions occur.

Table 4. Statistics of the sensitivity analysis.

Parameters Mean Standard Deviation Error

Temperature coefficient 0.973 ±0.042 ±4.34%
Head loss coefficient 1.15 ±0.049 ±4.26%

Vector length 1.51 ±0.04 ±2.7%

Figure 7 presents the deviations of the coefficients. Comparing the size of the quartiles,
the temperature coefficient had a smaller deviation, yet it had more peak points, while the head
loss coefficient and the vector length had relatively the same deviations. It can be concluded that
with the exception of the few peak cases, the temperature coefficient could describe well the thermal
performance of the heat sinks.
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3.2. Shape and Topology Optimization

With the help of the sensitivity analysis the number of the shape and topology optimization
simulations were reduced considerably and only 40 simulations were done. From the simulation
results the optimization parameters were collected and are presented in Figure 8a. All cases showed
good thermal properties, while the head loss coefficients peaked at many cases. The largest CH was
calculated when three 10 mm wide fins were placed in the flow. The lowest CH was when two 2 mm
wide fins were placed in the flow.

Two main groups can be observed in Figure 8a, one where the temperature coefficients were
above 0.95 and one where these were below. As a result of this distribution the lower group were
closer to the origin and for that reason the Pareto-vector length optimum was chosen from here.

This lower cluster can be seen in Figure 8b, which turned out to be the five most favourable
solutions. The related calculated vector length is also plotted on the diagram.
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The corresponding fin width and fin numbers can be seen in Table 5. It can be stated that because
of the error of the L vector length the first three solutions are acceptable; yet the Pareto-vector length
optimum is the case when there was one 6 mm wide fin in the airflow.

Table 5. Cases and vector lengths.

Fin Width (mm) Fin Number Vector Length

6 1 1.04
2 2 1.05
7 1 1.07
3 2 1.12
8 1 1.14
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3.3. Measurements on the Favoured Geometry

The Pareto-vector length optimum, which is one piece of 6 mm wide finned heat sink, was milled
from aluminium (see Figure 9a). Aluminium has similar advantageous properties as copper and since
the prototype manufacturing generated a large amount of metal burr, this was more cost effective then
producing it from copper.
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During the 2-hour-long experiment, a quasi-steady state was achieved in the final 30 min.
The average values of this 30 min period and the deviations are collected in Table 6. It was noticed that
to the low surface temperature droplet formation occurred on the surface (see Figure 9b) of the heat
sink. The condensation had the following side effects:

• the moisture content decreased;
• homogeneity of the model changed by about ∆x = 8 × 10−5 kg kg−1;
• the effective magnitude of the Qcold has been reduced;
• the TEC devices also reduced the droplet temperatures instead of the air.

Table 6. Measured average values of the quasi-steady state.

Parameter Value Deviation

RHinlet (%) 45.15 ±0.29
RHoutlet (%) 47.4 ±0.26

Tinlet (◦C) 17.08 ±0.04
Toutlet (◦C) 16.09 ±0.02
Tcold (◦C) −20 -

U (V) 12 -
P (W) 88 -

Qcold (W) 20 -
v (m s−1) 2.5 ±0.2
∆p (Pa) 3 ±1

The condensation loss had to be determined. First the Qcold was calculated with Equation (5),
knowing the cold temperature, the power usage and the voltage. The effective cooling power was
calculated knowing the mass flow and the enthalpy change:

Quseful = ρMA inlet·Aduct·vinlet ·(hinlet − houtlet) (17)

This useful heat was 5.8 W (assuming Λ = 1) and the other 14.2 W of heat could be considered as
a loss due to condensation and cooling of the droplets.
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3.4. Comparison

After the experiment, a comparison simulation model was created to examine the accuracy. In the
model the following modifications were made: the heat sink material was changed from copper to
aluminium; the properties of the inlet air were adjusted to the measured values, the magnitude of the
cooling was set to 5.8 W and the velocity to 2.5 m s−1. For comparison the outlet air temperature and
the pressure loss were compared, and the results can be seen in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters for comparison.

Parameter Measured Values Simulated Error

Toutlet [◦C] 16.09 15.66 ±3%
∆p [Pa] 3 2.1 ±30%

The outlet air temperature showed 3% deviation between the measurement and the simulation.
It has to be mentioned that the simulation slightly overpredicts the cooling performance. For the
pressure loss a substantial deviation occurred. It is due to two reasons, firstly, it was measured at low
velocity, thus small changes were amplified, secondly, the measuring device had only 1 Pa resolution
and was not able to evaluate the small changes. Further development could study fans with larger
flowrates to make the 1 Pa resolution more adequate for the measurements.

4. Conclusions

Heat sink shape and topology optimization were performed for air cooling, by examining 40
different finned heat sink geometries. The optimization parameters were the minima of the head loss
coefficients and the temperature coefficients. With a variation of Pareto optimization, the favourable
solution the Pareto-vector length optimum has been discovered:

• With the help of the sensitivity analysis, it was concluded that between v = 3–5 m s−1; RH 30–70%;
Tinlet = 26–38 ◦C; the head loss coefficient deviates by ±4.26% and the temperature coefficient
by ±4.34%.

• With the sensitivity analysis the optimization was done with only one set of boundary conditions,
however, due to this sensitivity the uncertainty of the Pareto-vector length is 2.7%.

• Pareto-vector length optimum geometry obtained when a single 6 mm wide thin fin is placed in a
40 mm by 40 mm large rectangular duct.

• A prototype of the heat sink was manufactured and measured at RH = 45.15% and Tinlet = 17.08 ◦C
environment. During the experiment notable condensation occurred on the heat sink.

• When the simulation was compared with measurement on the prototype, significant deviation
occurred, which could be explained by the condensed droplets on the surface of the heat sink.

• From the measured air properties, the decreased sensible heat was calculated and applied in the
comparison model. When the outlet temperatures were compared the difference was 3%.

• The condensation becomes a limitation for the model since the droplet formation could increase
the complexity of the model. In addition, it imposes unwanted computational demands.

• This model can be accurate if the properties of the air at the outlet do not fall below the dew point.
• The accuracy of the optimization however is not affected by the phase change.
• For a 17 m3 h−1 air flow, the type TEC1-12706 devices showed low performance, yet with more

heat sinks connected together and solving the drain it could be an alternative method for moist
air cooling.
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Nomenclature

h enthalpy (kJ kg−1)
I current (A)
P power usage (W)
p pressure (Pa)
Qcold cooling power (W)
Re electric resistance (Ω)
RH relative humidity (%)
Rt thermal resistance (K W−1)
Ru = 8314.3 J kg−1 universal gas constant
S Seebeck coefficient (V K−1)
T temperature (K) or (◦C)
U voltage (V)
v velocity (m s−1)
x absolute humidity (kg kg−1)
ρ density (kg m−3)

Subscripts

Cold cold side of the TEC device
DA dry air
Inlet parameter at the inlet of the duct
M measured
MA moist air
Max maximum
Outlet parameter at the outlet of the duct
T theoretical
Target targeted temperature
TEC corresponding to the TEC device
V vapour
Warm warm side of the TEC device
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